H I N T S F O R D I S S E C T I O N : G R AY ' S A N AT O M Y
In the booklite' s beam, Gray' s Anatomy, inscribed by the woman who gave it to me. Whose snapshot suddenly slips now from between pages, a photo I've carefully misplaced of a moment at Walden Pond, one of those last-day-together tableaus unfinished lovers hide exactly where they know they will find it years later, just in time to mar the finish on a life they've barely managed to bring to a tolerable sheen.
Her face, caught in a moment of rare repose, how it contradicts the book' s placid, exact engravings, its matter-of-fact language, prose so clipped to suit the clinical scene I can almost see Gray' s students, full of theories and memorized lists, gathered in class around the cutting table, ready at last for the sobering praxis that grounds a healer' s art.
Still heavy with last night' s wine and lust and blood, perhaps they have just come from the dizzy carousel of a lover' s body, needing to be reminded once more that beneath the chill casing of this cadaver' s leathered skin they must now begin in earnest learning how to suspend their faith in meanings, how to accept the body as patient architecture: jamb, cartouche, quoin, cheneaux. The soul, whatever it might once have been, jury-rigged and Janus-faced, having vanished into boundless space like light from a burnt-out basement bulb. I see them learning their ancient tools: saw, hammer, scalpel, small barbless hooks and string for lifting and holding in hard-to-reach places, wood blocks for tensing muscles too much at ease in the comfortable shoes of death. What else needed but a geometer' s sense of spaces and a deeply rooted desire to expose?
I stare again at this face that once touched me so deeply, trying to recall her body, to imagine it thus open and revealed, as if the secrets I failed ever to approach might-had my hands only possessed the skill-have been removed one by one as objects for study, like jewels or gold antiquities plundered from a violated tomb.
My wife stirs, bothered by the light. I put the photo back like a body returned to its dark slot by a student who has studied the heart' s anatomy far into the night and whose brain can retain nothing more. As he steps outside, still weighing the phantom heft of the pericardial sac, rain like an aromatic spirit revives his memory, and looking up at the pulseless black vault of sky, he can only begin to imagine how such things could ever be coaxed to beat again.
